The Victory to Win

1. Pressing the battle in Jesus' name, A victory to win, Raising the banner of Truth and Love O'er fields of sure, Jesus our leader in this great fight Will to the
2. Pressing the battle in Jesus' name, The victory is won, Showing the world that the Father's will Must here on vice and sin; Onward our soldiers in bright array, Marching, yes, marching from day to day, Where is sure victory every day, Tramp, tramp, tramp, tramp, The 'Gainst the great leader of Truth and Right.
3. Pressing the battle in Jesus' name, Till victory is end endure; He will lead faithfully in the way earth be done; Showing the wicked in vain is their fight Chorus
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tramp, tramp, The victory to win; Tramp,
Jesus’ name, raising the

tramp, tramp, tramp, O'er fields of vice and sin;
tramp, banner of Truth and Love,

Onward, our soldiers, in bright array, Marching, yes, marching from
day to day; Tramp, tramp, tramp, tramp, The victory to win.
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